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Abstract
A carefully chosen selection of wallpapers from the Mineheart collection presented as natural 
specimens. Take a journey through the Mineheart museum...

Front cover image: White Bookshelf Wallpaper
Inside cover image: Light Concrete Loveletter Wallpaper
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Bookshelf Wallpapers
The bookshelf wallpaper is a bold and timeless classic, a combination of wit and intellect; 
it’s suited well for both domestic and commercial environments. Printed on the finest quality, 
textured, fabric backed paper, and available in several designs and colour ways according to 
specific requirements. Samples available on request.

Genus:
White Bookshelf (Libro Albus) White, clear, pale, bright.
Sepia Bookshelf (Libro Brunneis) Dark, muffled, brown, dusky, swarthy.
Photocopy Bookshelf (Libro Exemplum) Example, instance, copy, pattern, precedent.
Vintage Bookshelf (Libro Vetus) Old, ancient, aged.
Dark Bookcase (Libro Tenebris) Darkness, turbidity, dark, dark place, obscurity.

Artificalis:
300gram fabric backed textured vinyl
Fire rated for commercial use
Standard Drop 500mm W x 2500mm H
Other sizes and colours available





Panelling Wallpapers
The panelling wallpaper is a modern day trompe l’oeil, creating detail where there is none, 
and playing with our expectations. Printed on the finest quality, textured, fabric backed paper, 
and available in several designs and colour ways according to specific requirements. Samples 
available on request.

Genus:
The White Panelling wallpaper (Laqueare Albus) White, clear, pale, bright.
Bleached Dutch Inlay Panelling Wallpaper (Laqueare Incudo) Inlay, forge, beat out, hammer, incuse, encrust. Available in 
Bleached or Charcoal.
Dark Oak Victorian Panelling Wallpaper (Laqueare Aesculus) Oak, winter oak, Italian oak, the tallest species of oak. Available 
in Bleached Oak, Dark Oak and Charcoal.
Cream Georgian Dot Panelling Wallpaper. (Laqueare Apex) Point, summit, tip, peak, cap. Available in Slate Blue, French Grey, 
Cream, Medium Grey and Charcoal.

Artificalis:
300gram fabric backed textured vinyl
Fire rated for commercial use
Standard Drop 500mm W x 2500mm H
Other sizes and colours available
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Delft Wallpapers
Experimenting with texture and form, these silky smooth Porcelain wallpapers use a classic 
Mintonesque Willow pattern repeated and mirrored to create a more complex structure. The 
requisite pagodas and weeping willows dominate but the love-struck doves have flown.
Available in Blue, Pink, Black and Beige

Artificalis:
180gram smooth wallpaper suitable for domestic usage
Standard Drop 900mm W x 2500mm H
Other sizes and colours available 
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Urban Concrete Wallpapers
Urban Concrete Polkadot Wallpaper (pictured left and above left) When supported by an uneven 
concrete texture, the familiar dot takes on a new life. Available in dark or light.
Concrete Loveletter Wallpaper (pictured above) A historical letter with its old-fashioned script – 
flowing, languid, measured yet full of personality – is juxtaposed with a concrete background, 
balancing the modern and (almost) forgotten. Available in dark or light.
Urban Concrete Damask Wallpaper (pictured above right) An elaborate weave of traditional 
damask, is given a thoroughly modern makeover. Melding the industrial feel of dark grey 
concrete with this fine, monochromatic pattern achieves something entirely unusual. 
Available in dark or light.

Artificalis:
180gram smooth wallpaper suitable for domestic usage
Standard Drop 900mm W x 2500mm H
Other sizes and colours available 
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Arts & Crafts Patchwork Wallpapers
This unusual wallpaper takes the traditional idea of pattern matching and turns it on its head. 
Three different types roll designs can be used any way up and mixed however you like to create 
a patchwork effect as regular or random as you desire. Created as a homage to William Morris’s 
venerated patterns and medieval motifs, the patchwork of repeated patterns has a harmonious 
complexity. Available also in Black & White (pictured left) and Beige.

Artificalis:
300gram fabric backed textured vinyl
Fire rated for commercial us
Standard Drop 500mm W x 2500mm H
Other sizes and colours available 
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Continue the journey at
www.mineheart.com




